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From 911 to QAnon
� Intros & Consideration of our topic (15 min)
� B/O 1: Some common terms and experiences (15 min)
� Challenging conspiratorial thinking (15 min)
� B/O 2: Conspiracy strategy groups (20 min)
� Wrap-up & links (10 min)





“Education entails a commiment to ‘truth’ and ‘objectivity’ as 
aspirations, which may or may not be obtainable”

Why should teachers make space for this?



Breakout 1: Common terms and experiences
Say some quick hellos — be mindful of time and making space for each person 
— have a recorder jot down some responses in Breakout 1 Google Doc — that 

which is not expressly forbidden is permissable

1. What have you noticed about your students 
and conspriatorial thinking?

2. What do you think is at the root of 
conspiratorial thinking?

3. What’s the difference between skepticism and 
cynicism? 

4. What’s the difference between a conspiracy 
and a controversy?

15 mins





Roots of Conspiratorial Thinking

FACTS & EVIDENCE
� kernal of truth vs balance of evidence
� doubt, inconsistency of evidence
� unresolved questions
� easy access to “alternative facts”
� other issues with veracity

IDENTITY & EXPERIENCE
� erosion of logic, rise of personal truths
� feelings of isolation and marginalization 
� distrust in gov’t and official narratives
� hero worship & mob mentality
� reaction to challenges to privilege

MECHANISMS OF TRANSMISSION
(aided by human and 

digital algorithms)
� Internet: Snapchat, Tiktok, 

Discord, Youtube, Instagram, 
Facebook

� Alt-right media: Breitbart, 
Epoch News, Rebel Media to 
name a few

� Communities of Reaction and 
Resistance, including family 
members!



Roots of Conspiratorial Thinking
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HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPTS
� all are relevant; excellent way to introduce or develop the “Big Six”
� could do a deep die on perspective-taking or ethical judgement

STANFORD HISTORY EDUCATION GROP
� Reading Like a Historian
� Civic Online Reasoning

VALUES OF INQUIRY / CRITICAL THINKING MATRIX
� clarity, accuracy, precision, relevance, significance, depth & breadth, logic
� CTM pairs Values of Inquiry with Cognitive Skills

NEWER VERSIONS OF THE CRAAP TEST
� the classic version does not anticipate digital culture & algorithmic bubbles 
� update, though, or with adaptions, can be good foundational skills

Strategies for challenging conspiratorial thinking





https://sheg.stanford.edu



Linked in the Google Doc







Linked in the Google Doc



Breakout 2: Strategies for challenging conspiracies

1. QAnon
2. US Election Fraud
3. Coronavirus
4. Antifa
5. Flat Earth
6. Climate Change Hoax
7. 9/11 Conspiracies
8. Moon Landing
9. Area 51 and Aliens
10. Holocaust Denial

Instructions:
� Check out prompt on shared Google Doc
� If you wish, add other sources as you go
� Have a recorder capture the flavour of the 

conversation
Questions:
A. Where did the conspiracy theory 

originate? How is it maintained?
B. When/where would you bring this up 

with students?
C. What strategies would you use to 

challenge the claim?
D. What would this look like in terms of 

student activities? 20 mins



Wrap Up


